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Abstract

Omega is a conformer generator that uses a

knowledge based approach to generate a large

ensemble of conformers. Ensemble is ranked and

filtered using “a modified MMFF94 force field that

is biased towards extended conformations”.

Current Omega is good at finding bioactive

conformations which tend to be extended, but

occasionally misses important intra-molecular

hydrogen bonds. This work modifies Omega to

use a standard MMFF94 with a Sheffield Solvation

Model.

Figure 2: Accumulation curve for structure preproduction.

The y axis is the fraction of the test dataset for which any

conformation is within the given RMSD (shown on the x

axis) of the bioactive conformation.
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Table 1: McNemar contingency table where success is

defined as minimum RMSD of any conformer being less

than 1 Angstrom.

Conclusion

Omega Toolkit. 

http://docs.eyesopen.com/toolkits/python/omegat

k/index.html 

Szybki Toolkit.

http://docs.eyesopen.com/toolkits/python/szybkitk

/index.html
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The accumulation curve, see Figure 2, shows that

the “Standard Omega” and “Omega + Sheffield”

have similar structure reproduction quality in term

of minimum RMSD between the generated

conformers and the bioactive conformation.

Both methods overwhelming fail and succeed on

same systems, as see in Table 1. Of the 772

molecules in our test dataset in only 23 cases does

one method succeed while the other fails.

Methods

Omega is designed to conduct a systematic search

of conformational space for druglike molecules as

quick as possible. In the Omega algorithm, a

modified version of MMFF94 without the electronic

and attractive van der Waal’s terms is used to

evaluate conformer fitness. The modified version

of MMFF94 is good at finding bioactive

conformations which tend to be extended, but

occasionally misses important intra-molecular

hydrogen bonds. In this work we modify the

Omega workflow to use the full MMFF94 force field

and Sheffield Solvation Model, and examine the

effect on Omega’s ability to reproduce bioactive

and unbound conformations.

Introduction

The results in Figure 3 show that, like the bioactive

conformation results, the “Omega + Sheffield”

method can get to the same quality result as

“Standard Omega” while generating fewer overall

conformations. Note : the total number of

conformations generated is different that the

number of local minima found because many of

the generate conformations fall into the same local

minima.

Two Omega workflows are examined, see Figure 1.

“Standard Omega” is the method used by the

current release of Omega. “Omega + Sheffield” is

the modified workflow that uses “Standard

Omega” to generate a very large ensemble of

conformations which are then re-ranked and

trimmed using the full MMFF94 and Sheffield

solvation model.
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Adding Solvation to Omega Conformer Energy
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1. Omega is called using default parameters to obtain

the first set of conformers

2. For the second set of conformers, Omega is first

called using MaxConfs = 40k, RMSThreshold = 0.3,

EnergyWindow = 35

3. And then Szybki was called on these conformers

using RunType = SinglePoint, SolventModel =

Sheffield, ForceFieldType = MMFF94S, and

UseCurrentCharges = true

4. Sort the conformers by the total Szybki energy, and

slice the conformer ensemble using RMSThreshold =

0.5, MaxConfs = 200 and EnergyWindow = 10 to

generate the second set of conformers

Omega + Sheffield 
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Omega + Sheffield 
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Standard Omega 
Success

682 8

Standard Omega 
Failure
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Performance in terms of minimum RMSD is very

similar, however the “Omega + Sheffield”

method generated 5% fewer conformer

overall than “Standard Omega”. While

modest this translates into direct speed

improvements for programs that use Omega

conformations such as ROCS and OEDocking.Enumerate Conformers
Using Torsion Library

Rank by Modified 
MMFF94s
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Trim Conformer List
by Energy and Number
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Figure 1: Workflows of current Omega and the modified

Omega.

Figure 3: Number of conformers generated vs. the

coverage of solution phase local minima. Qfrac is a

measure of the local minima coverage with 1 being

complete coverage. The number of conformers is varied by

changing the Omega energy window.

Incorporating full MMFF94 and the Sheffield

solvation model into Omega’s conformer

generation process shows modest gains. This

method produces similar results in terms of

reproducing the bioactive conformation and

generating the unbound ensemble. However the

“Omega + Sheffield” method generates less false

positive conformations than “Standard Omega”,

which translates directly into speed improvements

for programs using Omega generated

conformations such as ROCS and OEDocking.

A test set of 772 bioactive conformations are

drawn from the Cambridge Structural Database

and the highly trustworthy subset of the Iridium

dataset. Omega and Szybki toolkits (version 2014

Oct) are used to generate and rank conformers as

follows:

In some workflows Omega is used to generate the

unbound conformation of a small molecule. For

example Freeform uses Omega to determine all

the solution phase local minima for use in Free

Energy analysis. The results below show the

effects of using the Sheffield solvation model in

Omega when generating these local minima.

Results - Unbound


